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WORLD OIL SUPPLIES AND THE NEXT 25 YEARS
J. A. Eyer
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri

Abstract
Petroleum must become a more efficiently used commodity while alter
native energy sources are developed, but it will remain in high
demand as long as the world wide availability is assured, regardless
of the influence of the O.P.E.C. nations. The availability of petro
leum on a country-by-country survey shows clearly that there are
large known recoverable reserves as well as large potential for
discovering added reserves. However, the highly industrialized
nations do not have adequate petroleum supplies and this will prob
ably not change as long as petroleum remains as the primary energy
source.

With the energy crisis in the U.S. and

Figure 1 shows the World total energy

some other portions of the world the man

demand of all energy sources to 1975 and

on the street has the impression that

projected to 1990.

there is very little oil left to be pro

that the demand rate is projected to con

duced or to be found.

tinue to rise sharply from 1975-1990.

While it is true

It is significant

that some parts of the world have been

This is based on historical usage and on

intensely explored or are in the third

the further industrialization of some

cycle of exploration it is also true that

countries in the world into a more indus

oil is being found at a faster rate than

trialized and affluent economy.

ever before and known reserves of oil and
Of significance also is the oil and gas

gas are at an all time high and still
climbing.

demand rate on the lower curve of Figure

Unfortunately, the modifying

1. that as we are able to develop alter

factors such as politics and indus

native sources of energy the demand for

trialization intensity serve as over

oil and gas will decrease, but the total

riding criteria in the energy situation

demand on a BTU basis will continue to

and are especially significant in the U.S.

increase as shown.

and certain other portions of the world.

The curves do diverg

between 1975 and 1990.
Probably the best place to first consider
If one examines only the petroleum usage

is with the energy demand situation.

and demand situation on a percentage
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basis, it appears more dramatic (Figure 2)..
It is significant that the top of the

The total world production figures on a
barrel per day basis shows a 5% increase

curve is about 1972 or about the time of

in the first half of 1976 .

the OPEC embargo.

totals and U.S. totals are significant.

Several things happened

The free world

at that time which triggered a change in
philosophy on energy usage. The shortage

The first half of 1976 shows a loss by the

or crisis which had been predicted by

The specific totals for 1st half of 1976

many people for several years (but was

are shown in Figure 5.

unheeded) became a reality.

the lowering of Canadian production rates.

In the U.S.

U.S. of several hundred thousand bbl/day.
Of significance is

we increased coal production and work to

In part they are suffering from the same

ward alternative sources was increased,

problem as the U.S., i.e., an unfavorable

but not at a significant level.

political climate.

It is

But imports from

predicted that on a world wide basis that

Canada to the U.S. in the future will be

our reliance on oil and gas will signif

drastically reduced because they must take

icantly decline over the next 25 years and

care of their own needs and eventually

probably longer in response to availabil

become more of an importing country than

ity and alternative sources.

they are at present.

At present Canada

exports only to the U.S.

One might conclude that the OPEC nations

The U.S. receives

about 223,350,000 bbl/year from Canada or

did the world a favor by bringing this to

about a 13 day supply/year.

a boiling point and history may record
that they were the most forward looking

One of the big questions in the future is

group of countries in the world but that

that of reserves.

was certainly not the motive behind the

ful at looking at reserve figures published

embargo.

from throughout the world. There are polit
ical implications tied to these figures

Usage rates per person are also in
teresting.

so the explorationist must somehow fit

One can effectively compare

these figures to the overall geologic pic

only the more industrialized nations

ture of an area in order to see if it is a

because others tend to fall into an "Other"
or "Rest of the World" category.

One has to be very care

realistic figure.

Figure 2

shows that the U.S. leads (as expected) by

"Reserves" in the case as presented are

about a factor of 3 over the second

simply oil and gas in the ground that can

largest user, Western Europe.

be recovered.

Western

It can be thought of as

"known-recoverable-reserves" but not an

Europe also must import most of their oil
and gas to support their expanding in

"ultimate recoverable-reserve" figure

dustry .

which would be somewhat higher.

A set of figures which is extremely signif

Figure 6 shows these comparisons worldwide.

icant are the production figures world

It's significant that most are in the free

wide for 1940 to 1975, (Figure 4).

world, but not much of it is in the U.S. -

In

summary it shows that the western hem

only about 6% of the free world total is

isphere is the only area in the world

U.S. and only about 5% of the world total.

where production is decreasing.

Africa is
OPEC reserves make up 68% of the world's

indicated as such through 1974 but this

total and about 81% of the free world's

has since changed.

total.
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Figure 6 is interesting in that it shows

It makes a valid point in that the highly

the times when other countries surpassed

industrialized nations of the world at pre
sent are highly dependent on the non-

U.S. reserves-starting at 1950 . The great
changes in Communist area in 1965 was a

industrialized nations for energy resources

time when the Siberian basins began to be

and also the reverse is true.

explored and reserves, particularly gas,

industrialized nations are to grow they

were found.

The slight up dip between

1970 and 1975 in North America

If the non-

are also dependent on the technology and

includes

products of the industrialized countries.

the North Slope discovery and development
drilling.

In terms of power politics this is perhaps
good.

In terms of world peace this can be

Mid-East reserves are four times greater

good or bad.

than Communist countries who are in 2nd

common factor throughout the world.

place and nearly six times greater than

next 25 years could easily answer the

Africa who is in 3rd place (Mid-East

questions for us as to how great a lever

reserves are about ten times greater than
North America reserves).

energy sources will be in the world econ
omy and in world peace.

Other data show that refining capacity
world wide is presently great enough to
refine crudes w/o essentially adding addi
tional facilities.

However, it is not

practical to think that new reserves found
in Siberia or China would be refined in an
area out of the respective country.

There

fore, the refinery capacity data will most
probably continue to increase.
Figure 7 shows the history of oil imports
to the U.S. including projections to about
1980.

At that time our imports will reach
0
about 10 x 10 bbl/day or more than half
of our usage unless, alternative sources
can take over at a much greater rate.

In

the time span of less than 5 years it is
not realistic to think that it can.
If we consider the 1975 demand levels and
only consider world reserve figures and if
we found no more oil in the world, the
world would run out of oil in 35 years.
Figure 8 shows how long each country could
be self sufficient with their present
reserve w/o importing.

This is probably

not realistic because countries do import.
Does this make any sense or clarify any
stance; politically or otherwise?
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WORLD OIL PRODUCTION - 1976

Canada

1,280,000

Down

7.2%

U.S.A.

8 ,141,000

"

3.7%

Lat. Am.

4,178,000

"

5.7%

Africa

5,549,000

Up

23.9%

20,085,000

"

4.7%

Mid.East
Asia-Pac.

2,425,000

Com.Nat.

12 ,192,000

"

6.4%

714,000

"

51.6%

54,563,000

Up

5.0%

Europe
TOTAL

(BBL. oil per Day)

Figure 5
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WORLD RESERVE DEPLETION SCHEDULE
(1975 Rate of Consumption)
Latin Am.
W. Europe
M. East
N. Am.
Asia-Pacific
Africa
Com.' Nat.
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